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“As their waistlines recede”: Tracing and challenging the
fat quest in young adult literature
Sarah A. Shelton

Department of English, University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, Texas, USA

ABSTRACT
The author argues that both authors and critics of young adult
literature must challenge the ableist discourse determining
and surrounding “positive” fat protagonists. She analyzes and
critiques Jean Webb’s celebration of the “Bildungsroman of
weight loss” and claims that, far from being positive, such
plot structures meld the quest with the cosmetic panopticon
to produce “the fat quest,” a culturally constructed set of steps
a fat protagonist must take before he or she can be considered
human, thin, and worthy enough of narratives thin teen pro-
tagonists enjoy by default. Outlining the fat quest, the author
then analyzes several books from the 21st century that frus-
trate, challenge, or abandon it. Finally, she argues for more
novels that subvert the fat quest in order to help teens find
true body-positivity.

KEYWORDS
Fat; ableism; sizeism;
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Introduction

For too long, scholars and critics not working from a fat studies per-
spective have celebrated novels that feature fat teens losing weight and
finding happiness and self-worth only because of that weight loss.
Indeed, in her article, “Voracious Appetites: The Construction of
‘Fatness’ in the Boy Hero in English Children’s Literature,” Jean Webb
analyzes fat character’s “lives [as having] the potential to expand posi-
tively as their waistlines recede healthily” (119) (my emphasis). The “as”
in Webb’s analysis is key to revealing the ableism1 and fat bias inherent
in U.S. society in general and in Webb’s argument in particular. Fat
studies, however, reveals that the “Bildungsroman of weight loss” that
Webb valorizes is far from being the positive and pragmatic solution she
characterizes it as. Instead, working from a fat studies perspective, I
claim that when a quest structure melds with the cosmetic panopticon,
we get what I call “the fat quest” (see Fig. 1), a culturally constructed set
of steps a fat protagonist must take before he/she can be considered
worthy. Recent novels like My Big Fat Manifesto or Eleanor & Park
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positively challenge the fat quest, breaking its pattern or excluding it
altogether. But if we are to help youth find worth outside of a qualifying
“as,” it is essential that scholars stop arguing from ableist perspectives
and begin celebrating and empowering critique and literature that reads
positively through a fat studies lens.

Fat Quest Steps One Fat Summer 
Robert Lipsyte 
1977 

Fat Boy Swim 
Catherine Forde 
2003 

The Girl of Fire and 
Thorns 
Rae Carson 
2011 

Eleanor and Park 
Rainbow Rowell 
2013 

A. The character is 
identified as 
overweight 

p.1: Bobby bemoans summer 
because it means he can’t hide his 
“200 pounds” beneath clothes. 

p. 1: Jimmy’s “thick flesh [judders]” as he 
struggles through a soccer match 

p.1: Elisa can’t fit 
into her wedding 
dress; buttons pop 
off as her maid tries 
to make alterations.  

Though Eleanor is 
identified as fat, the 
fat quest is not 
present. Eleanor does 
not attempt to lose 
weight and a diet does 
not drive the plot.  

Rowell’s response on 
her blog to the 
question she gets 
most: “Is Eleanor fat? 
How fat?”: 

“I don’t say in the 
book with any 
narrative authority 
exactly how fat 
Eleanor is, though 
many of the 
characters say what 
they think … 

Eleanor sees herself 
as huge and repulsive. 
The kids in the 
neighborhood call her 
“Big Red,” which 
makes Park’s dad 
expect her to be 
bigger. Park is 
embarrassed by 
Eleanor for all sorts 
of reasons, and gives 
us the clearest 
physical description of 
her body […] But 
none of that answers 
the how fat question. 
And that’s because I 
don’t think it’s 
important. I know how 
I picture Eleanor — 
but I don’t care how 
you picture Eleanor. 
And I think drawing a 
line between “sort of 
fat, but only by 21st-
Century American 
standards” and 
“really, really fat” is 
depressing. 

I mean, who I am to 
draw that line? Who 
are you? And where 
do we start? Is 
Eleanor fat? Yes. How 
fat? That’s up to you. 
Does it matter?” 

B. The character 
suffers because of 
his/her weight 

Bobby is bullied physically and 
emotionally because of his 
appearance. 

Jimmy is bullied physically and 
emotionally because of his appearance.  

Elisa believes she is 
inferior and useless 
because she is 
overweight.  

C. A person, 
circumstance, or 
epiphany forces the 
character out of 
his/her "destructive" 
pattern 

Bobby takes a job mowing the 
lawn and doing other yard-work 
on a large estate to escape his 
father making him go to camp. 

Jimmy takes swimming lessons from 
Father Joe after the priest pushes him to 
make a change in his life. 

Humberto and 
Cosmé  kidnap Elisa 
and force her to 
cross a desert on 
foot.  

D. The character 
notices through non-
mirror ways (the fit of 
clothes, sight of toes, 
etc.) that he/she is 
losing weight 

Bobby starts touching his toes to 
stretch as part of his morning 
routine and is excited he can touch 
his toes.  

When complimented by the local swim 
coach, Jimmy looks down shyly and 
realizes he can see his toes.  

Elisa washes the 
nightgown she was 
kidnapped in and 
realizes how huge it 
is. 

E. Life begins to look 
up for the character; 
he/she begins to 
exhibit self-
confidence and/or do 
things he/she never 
would have dared to 
do before 

Author implies things are getting 
better by repeatedly mentioning 
how little Bobby feels like eating 
now. The lawn gets easier to 
mow. Bobby is proud of his 
progress.  

Jimmy joins the swim team and signs up 
for the swimathon. Guys in the swim team 
who used to pick on him are his friends. 
He’s spending time with Ellie, the girl he 
has a crush on.  B 

F. A person or 
circumstance threatens 
to derail the 
character's journey 
(he/she may fall off 
the diet wagon) 

Willie Rumson humiliates Bobby 
by stripping him and leaving him 
on an island in the middle of the 
lake, and Joanie has plastic 
surgery and becomes “beautiful.” 
She begins to flirt with other boys. 

He finds out his mother and father are 
really his grandparents, his Aunt Polly is 
his mother, and his father is still alive. 
Jimmy goes on a small binge (in 
comparison to the binge in the beginning of 
the book before he was swimming). 

R

G. The character 
overcomes the 
obstacle and continues 
to lose weight 

Bobby refuses to give up his job 
to Willie despite Willie’s real 
threat to kill him. He ignores 
Joanie and throws all his energy 
into working. 

Jimmy continues to swim.   

E
H. The character 
begins to experience 
or fully enters the able 
social location (the 
realm of the thin).  

Pete Marino (the local stud) 
congratulates Bobby on “looking 
good.” His hard to please father is 
proud of him and says he deserves 
some nice pants now that he’s lost 
the weight. He takes his shirt off 
while mowing—something he’s 
never done before in public.   

Jimmy helps his team win the swimathon. 
He’s celebrated and has made friends with 
many of the same boys who used to watch 
the soccer coach humiliate him. 

A 

I. The character is 
celebrated for 
becoming thin, and 
the reader feels that 
the character is much 
better off. 

“You should pay me for this 
summer,” said Dr. Kahn. “I’ve 
watched you change from a 
miserable fat boy into a fairly 
presentable young man. On my 
lawn. On my time.” 

“You didn’t do it, Dr. Kahn. I did 
it.” 

BREAK: “You’re up on my wall, by the 
way, between Mother Theresa and Nelson 
Mandela. ..My kids want to know all about 
you: Are you famous? No, I tell them, 
although he might be one day. He’s my 
friend Jim, from Glasgow. Uses his talents 
to make things happen. Helped put this roof 
over our heads. Then I tell them the whole 
story…cracks them up!” 

K

Figure 1. The fat quest and its steps. The word ‘break’and/or grayed out squares indicate where a
novel diverges from the fat quest structure. First presented in the paper “From Fat Princess to
Savior Queen: The Quest for Worth in Rae Carson’s The Girl of Fire and Thorns”; Southwest/Texas
Popular Culture and American Culture Association 34th Annual Conference; Albuquerque, NM; 14
February 2013.
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The problem of ableist literature and scholarship

At its core, ableism is sizeist and fat-phobic. It sets the able body as the
baseline of human worth, allowing health and concern for others’ health to
mask discriminations that might, otherwise, be more widely challenged.
Sizeism gains its justification from and fatphobia feeds off of ableist dis-
course: the idea that “able” bodies and “good” health are stable, achievable
ideals all humans should strive for. When the ableist point of view goes
unquestioned, size discrimination and fatphobia go unquestioned. We see
this problem in young adult literature when authors write and critics praise
fat protagonists who choose the “healthy,” “responsible” path of ability
instead of fat protagonists who subvert and challenge both sizeism and
fatphobia.

Consequences of such ableism, weight bias, stigma, and shaming are real
—“comparable to rates of racial discrimination” (Andreyeva, Puhl, &
Brownell 2008: 999)—and harmful. They are rationalized, culturally accepted,
even government-endorsed “bullying, which lays the ground-work for ostra-
cizing fat kids” (Friedman 2012: 65). In fact, “weight discrimination increases
obesity [sic] risk . . . chronic inflammation . . . and disease burden . . . and . . .
is associated with health-risk behaviors” (Sutin, Stephan, & Terracciano 2015:
1803). A damaged relationship with food via restrictive eating, weight-
cycling, fear of public ridicule while exercising, depression, and loneliness
from being ostracized—these (not exhaustive) consequences of fat bias and
fatphobia, not fat in and of itself, are what do lasting damage to bodies, thin
and fat alike (Elam 2014, Bacon & Aphramor 2011, Wann 2009).

Though body positivity, fat acceptance, and Health at Every Size2 may
seem counterintuitive—or perhaps irresponsible—to many people in the
United States, these movements understand exactly why weight discrimina-
tion is so harmful and ineffective: shame is a momentary motivator at best
and a driving factor in both morbidity and mortality at worst (Sutin et al.
2015). These movements counteract ableist discourse which uses “concern,” a
language of health and morality, to “police body conformity” and as “code
for weight-related judgments that are” not only “socially, not scientifically,
driven” but also “very damaging to well-being” (Wann 2009: xiii). Fat
activists and fat studies scholars work to create a discourse that counteracts
ableism—which, at its heart, depends on sizeism and fatphobia—by shifting
the conversation to body diversity and acceptance and by demanding a
weight-neutral view of health, one that recognizes that, in fact, no human
owes being-healthy to society and that human rights shouldn’t be predicated
on health or ability.

For children and teens, what discourse they grow up in—ableism or body-
positive—has a lasting and incredible impact on their understanding of and
relationship with health. As Lynn Grefe, president of the National Eating
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Disorders Association, pointed out, “the more we’re pushing the anti-obesity
message, the more we’re pushing kids into eating disorders” (Elam 2014:
172). In her foreword to The Fat Studies Reader, Marilyn Wann (2009)
gathered together a list of studies that reveal the impact of fat discrimination
against all children. While “fatter children are sadder, lonelier” and worry
over school and the future, “average-weight children who fear becoming fat
may eat too little, thereby slowing growth and delaying puberty” (xix). Teens
worried about being the “‘right’ weight” and depressed, fat-shamed teens are
more likely to consider suicide (Wann 2009: xix). As Peggy Elam (2014)
argued, the “war” against the “childhood obesity epidemic . . . locates the
problem in fat children’s bodies and thus [identifies] the problem as fat
children themselves rather than focusing on behaviors, environments, or
situations that are problematic for all children” (165). Indeed the ableist
message, with its roots in an aesthetic—yet sizeist—preference for thin,
interferes with a child’s healthy relationship with food via intuitive eating
and with exercise via joy in movement (Burgard 2009). “The pressure to be
thin,” Rebecca Weinstein (2014) argued, “is overwhelming. The devastation
that is happening to kids because of weight, bullying, shame, fear, pills,
surgeries, and profound pain is ever-growing” (11). Weinstein calls for us
to look beyond fat-as-problem to “protect kids’ hearts, souls, and sanity as
well” (11).

Dr. Katja Rowell (2012) counsels children in the magazine New Moon
Girls: “Trying to make your body look a certain way is almost guaranteed to
fail and often leads to unhealthy habits” (8). But despite strides with fat
acceptance, sizeist messages are a drop in the bucket of ableism that teens
face every day across the media. As Kulick and Meneley (2005) pointed out,
“for more than fifty years the health-beauty-fitness industry has mobilized
immense creative and financial resources to persuade us of the virtues of
being skinny” (3). And yet “76 percent of dieters are fatter three years after
beginning a diet [and] after five years that number jumps to a staggering 95
percent” (Kulick & Meneley 2005: 4). Still, the weight loss industry—annually
earning an estimated $58.6 billion off the idea that weight determines health
(Bacon & Aphramor 2011)—sells teens every day, in multiple ways, weight
loss as a solution to their problems.

The fat quest—the journey to find worth through weight loss—then, is
nothing new to teens. They see it in The Biggest Loser; they hear it when
mom laments that it’s swimsuit season and she better not eat if she wants to
hit the beach; they experience it when the gym teacher measures body mass
index (BMI), passing judgment on whether they are meeting their societal
obligation to be “healthy.” It takes only a cursory study of pictures used in
before-and-after weight-loss ads—across industries and mediums—to see
that fat/before is visually sold as static, colorless, unhappy, unattractive,
without style, and lifeless while thin/after is sold as active, colorful, joyful,
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attractive, stylish, and full of life. The active poses, hip clothes, styled
makeup, and hair denied the before bodies and celebrated in the after bodies
send a clear, sizeist message to teens: life is miserable while fat and joyous
when thin.

We need more media in which fat acceptance displaces the fat quest.
Literature is essential in such a discourse shift. Sharron Dalton (2004) argued
that “reading and talking about body size and feelings toward others who
tease or bully help children deal with their own unique body size and shape”
(193). Yet teens deserve to do more than “deal” with their bodies. They
deserve to celebrate them, to feel joy in them, to live and move and eat
without fear. A body-positive discourse, then, recognizes that a weight-
neutral approach can help untangle us from the damage that weight-defined
goals and outcomes—tied as they are to how we look—have done. And until
recently, despite what some early 21st century scholarship argues, we haven’t
actually seen much body positivity in young adult (YA) literature. In fact, YA
literature, along with much of the scholarship that has praised it, has readily
perpetuated ableist discourse. Scholars such as Dalton and Webb, though
writing when (2004–2009) fat studies began to really gain ground and
disseminate as a field, worked without a fat studies lens, creating and driving
the discourse around a new crop of YA literature starring fat teens. They read
these new novels as “positive” and praised what Webb terms the
“Bildungsroman of weight loss.” It is critical, then, to first analyze and then
push back against their discourse in order to help teachers, librarians,
parents, teens, and readers in general find body-positive stories that don’t
depend on ableism.

The Bildungsroman of weight loss

In “Voracious Appetites,” Webb (2009) “[traces] the roots” of the motifs that
consistently pop up in relation to and around fat characters: “The negative
representation of the fat child is a cultural construction which has been
unchallenged and unquestioned and has thus permeated and become
embedded in the consciousness of Western society” (105). She attributes
this negative fat stereotype to Muscular Christianity and British authors
whose characters linked “godly, practical, enthusiastic, prudent, [and] self-
sacrificing” virtues with an “athletic and sporty . . . and not overweight”
physically (Web 2009: 107).

Webb’s subsequent analysis of what she deems the go-to fat characters of
canonical YA literature—William Golding’s Piggy, Roald Dahl’s Augustus
Gloop, C. S. Lewis’ Edmund, J. K. Rowling’s Dudley Dursley—seems positive
enough in her denouncement of the use of fat physicality as an attribute that
automatically implies negative characteristics to readers. But as she begins to
analyze what she calls “new wave” novels and their “pragmatic solutions” to
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the “problem” of “obesity,” Webb celebrates the same physical transforma-
tions (fat to thin) linked to character developments (bad to good) that have
alienated and frustrated fat readers for decades. Indeed, she sees the
“Bildungsroman of weight loss,” as she calls it, as an “important,” positive
shift defined by “the obese adolescent as a hero who transforms himself by
effort” (Webb 2009: 120). As Ellin (2007) pointed out, however, “willpower”
as a positive solution is something of a myth (5). Glessner, Hoover, and
Hazlett (2006) agreed, cautioning that the valorizing of “effort” is misleading
if not outright dangerous:

The implied message is that it is important to fit in as far as appearance is
concerned. Some overweight readers may fear that they do not stack up very
well compared to such gritty and determined characters. Average-weight readers
may be confirmed in their biases that the characters are incomplete insofar as they
are fat and that what makes the novels’ overweight characters worthy is their
striving to be “normal.” (120)

As her main example of this Bildungsroman of willpowered weight loss,
Webb (2009) cites Catherine Forde’s portrayal of Jimmy in Fat Boy Swim
as positive and authentic: “[it] is not an irresponsible celebration of the
overweight hero, for there are the associated health problems and discomfort
associated with the physical condition which cannot be denied, plus the
psychological and social misery he experiences through being obese” (115).
Her ableism bleeds through via the negative, sizeist connotation “irrespon-
sible” lends to “celebration” and again later when she uses the negatively
charged phrase “irrational indulgence” to describe Jimmy’s relationship to
food while fat (115). Alternately, while describing Jimmy’s thin self in the
novel, Webb praises his ability to enjoy food “when undertaken with reason”
(115). In linking irrational and indulgence to Jimmy’s fat self and reason to
his thin self, Webb reinforces the stereotype that fat equals out of control
while thin equals in control.

According to Webb (2009), Jimmy’s “success” centers on an “unasked for
mentor” forcing “the initially rather reluctant Jimmy through a highly
demanding regime towards fitness” (118). Webb approves of this show of
force because the change is for Jimmy’s “own good” (118). Webb also
approves of a similar forced change of Louis Sachar’s character Stanley in
Holes:

He works hard at his tasks, loses weight because of the extreme exercise, and
becomes a physically strong young man, transformed from an overweight, overly
large adolescent destined to be a social dropout and loser. The truth of the
circumstances, which led him to be sentenced time in the center, is finally
discovered, and Stanley begins a new and positive pathway in life. (120)

Webb’s sizeism is again clear in the way she presents her analysis. Fat is
passive. Thin is active. Destiny is in control of the sentence while Stanley is
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fat. But Stanley himself controls the sentence—“begins” the better life—once
he is thin.

While fat, Stanley risks becoming “a loser” much like Jimmy is irrational.
While thin, Stanley controls his destiny much like Jimmy restores reason.
Stanley’s “circumstances,” as Webb calls them, are a false accusation of

theft and an unjust incarceration at the center. But that, in Webb’s analysis, is
secondary. The weight loss is primary. Only once he is thin and not a visible
representation of all that is bad and delinquent in society can the truth be
revealed. Her analysis implies he should be grateful for the wrongful incar-
ceration that forced him—much like the mentor forced Jimmy—to lose the
weight he did not have the socially “desirable” willpower or initiative to lose
on his own. The injustice has set him on a thin and “positive pathway in life.”
It has made him, according to Webb, able and now worthy.

Indeed, despite such injustices and clear fat shaming, Webb (2009) still
argues that the Bildungsroman of weight loss positively deals with “the key
factors that contribute to the condition of child obesity” by presenting them
“as problems to which there are solutions which are achievable both within
the fictional text an in real life” (117). Here, Webb continues to present
“obesity” as a “problem to be solved” (117) and, in fact, praises the
Bildungsroman of weight loss for presenting “pragmatic solutions” (117) for
it (my emphasis). Yet such “pragmatic solutions” require and teach restrictive
eating and imposed exercise—methods that studies have proven again and
again lead fat and thin teens alike to disordered eating and exercise and to
distorted relationships with health and their bodies (Bacon & Aphramor
2011).

As positive and pragmatic as Webb might see these texts’ structures, there
is no productive way for such plots to interrupt the very chicken-and-egg
cycle Webb (2009) criticizes: “Is the child overweight and then society
exacerbates the problem, or do social circumstances trigger the behavior
which produces obesity?” (119). At its core, the Bildungsroman of weight
loss insists and depends entirely on the idea that weight loss is the path to
worth, making it not a solution to, but inherent to this chicken-and-egg cycle.
It doesn’t just, in fact, “exacerbate” the teen’s “problem,” it is the teen’s
problem—a dangerous discourse that insists that she can’t find any intrinsic
worth in herself unless she is striving to alter her body by struggling to meet
society’s aesthetic demands.

Despite any positive message about potential that the typical
Bildungsroman structure might impart, when it is paired with weight loss,
that positivity disappears. In fact, Webb’s name for the structure implies that
to become, to come of age at all, the teen must lose weight or be forever
relegated to child status, infantilizing fat people as literature and film often
do. If we are to interrupt the negative psychological and emotional conse-
quences, as discussed earlier, of the weight stigma such novels as Fat Boy
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Swim and Holes perpetuate, we must subvert the chicken-and-egg cycle
completely—no matter how uneasy ableist scholars are with the idea of
letting a child (thin or fat) grow up in his or her body as is.

Webb’s article exists in conversation with other articles that finally began
to explore the portrayal of fat teens in fiction in the early 2000s. At first read
these articles are attempting positive strides by calling for fat fiction for teens,
the use of such a genre as bibliotherapy, and, to some extent, a change in how
the characters are presented. Dalton’s 2004 book; Glessner et al.’s 2006
article; and Webb’s 2009 article, for the most part, look at the same books,
what Webb sees as a new wave in what Dalton calls fat fiction—books like
Paula Danziger’s The Cat Ate My Gymsuit, Robert Lipsyte’s One Fat Summer,
and Chris Crutcher’s Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes. Dalton begins her book
with the story of two booksellers who immediately recommend Blubber when
she is buying books for a bullied relative. From their instantaneous answer,
she concludes that the requests for fat teen protagonists are growing.
Certainly, that authors were beginning to write fat teen protagonists is, as
she points out, positive. What is troubling is that booksellers suggested
Blubber3 for teens being bullied about their size.

Even more troubling (and clearly indicating that Dalton is participating in
the same ableist discourse as Webb) is that Dalton argues that William
Golding set a new “paradigm of fat heroism” with Piggy from Lord of the
Flies. Certainly Ralph’s regret that his, as Dalton quotes, “true, wise friend
called Piggy” (192) dies brutally is a positive step up from portraying fat
characters as jokes or villains. But the fat child has to die in order for his
“friend” (who exacerbated the use of the Piggy nickname) to actually appreci-
ate him. From this too-little-too-late eulogy, Dalton theorizes a paradigm
shift where “subsequent children’s literature” took up the “compelling theme
of an obese [sic] adolescent’s self-transformation from victim to hero” (192).
Of course Piggy is forced into and awarded his heroism postmortem, and,
like Webb’s, Dalton’s argument (for the genre she sees springing from Piggy’s
sacrifice) depends on a structure where a determined youth must employ
willpower and change himself instead of finding a way to healthily navigate
society’s unrealistic and unreasonable demands of change.

In their study, Glessner et al. (2006) found 12 novels where “the over-
weight character struggles with his or her physical appearance [and responds]
to pressure to be alluring by experiencing low self-esteem and anxiety” (118).
They saw the same themes as Dalton and Webb did: “psychological struggles
based in appearance, issues of friendship, and relationships with parents, and
the depiction of willpower as a clear virtue” (Glessner et al. 2006: 118). As
mentioned previously, however, Glessner et al. saw the celebration of will-
power as a “double-edged sword”—some teens identifying enough with the
character to lose weight and increase physicality on their own (“for the sake
of health”) versus weight being linked with worth in a way that affirms
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“biased social attitudes” (121). They pushed, just as Dalton does, for teachers
and parents to read these books with teens and to guide them through such
tough questions about the “lookism prejudice” (116) that they see these
books bring up. Their hope seems to be that, if read under the guidance of
adults, the double-edged sword of these books will only cut the “right” way—
through the fat, reducing real-life teens for the sake of their health. Their
concern for the consequences of “lookism prejudice” (all the same conse-
quences fat studies sees in weight bias) is lost in their inability to unhook
health from weight.

The conversation these scholars are participating in does prove that there
has been a greater demand since the mid-20th century for fat teen characters
different from Augustus Gloop or even Piggy. Characters who face bullying
over their weight, who readers can see themselves in, who authors portray as
heroes/heroines, not jokes, villains, and sidekicks. Blogger Kaye Toal (2015),
however, expressed frustration over YA’s progress in meeting this demand:

Fat girls have Aunt Marge Dursley, and Dolores Jane Umbridge, and eating
disorders to beat and people to prove wrong by losing a lot of weight and letting
out . . . the Thin Girl Within . . . she is radiant and triumphant and beloved. She
cannot be all those things and also be fat; at least, not in the young adult fiction I
had at my perusal when I really, really needed someone to tell me it was possible to
be radiant, and triumphant, and fat.

And while it’s tempting to see progress in protagonists like Jimmy and
Stanley, books such as Fat Boy Swim or Holes are not positive for the very
fact that they rely solely on the “Thin Boy Within” and the ableist discourse
that inherently links health and weight.

The fat quest

While a “Bildungsroman of weight loss” can exist—and be praised as positive
—in ableist discourse, a body-positive, fat-acceptance discourse doesn’t
accept or ascribe such a benign-bordering-on-positive name to such struc-
tures and strategies. They are better called and understood as a “fat quest,” a
path—assigned by a thin-centric society to fat people—that characters must
follow in order to illicit empathy, understanding, and to even be considered
human. The fat quest is, then, a culturally constructed set of steps that must
be taken before a fat protagonist can be considered human enough, thin
enough, and worthy enough of dreams and quests that “normal” teen
protagonists get to undertake. And though the fat quest promotes ableism
by tying health and worth to weight via fat bias, understanding its structure,
breaking it down, and reframing it as one version of instead of as the YA fat
fiction genre itself opens up a space for authors, scholars, and readers to
challenge ableism. Such is the power of genre—texts mix and mingle via
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uptake and help disparate readers enter the discourse through shared expec-
tations while encouraging the questioning of ideology through reversals and
gaps.

In the U.S., we love a good quest. It’s an old genre, but one that we readily
recognize and understand. After all, the American Dream is a quest, a
journey from nothing to something typified by our national mythology of
the “self-made man.” The American Dream, in fact, demands willpower and
scorns those too “lazy” to make their dreams come true. This quest structure,
then, melds with the “cosmetic panopticon” (Giovanelli & Ostertag 2009:
289),4 a prison of our own making, powered by our media’s consistent and
exclusive casting (e.g., in literature, movies, television, theater) of fat people
in the roles of “the old, the ugly, or the comical” (Jester 2009: 249). Our teens
must “[navigate] puberty’s mysterious turf” with the help of this media that
celebrates an ideal that “can only be attained by the thinnest 5% of the
population, thus, oddly consigning the majority to outsider status”
(Glessner et al. 2006: 117). They quickly learn that their bodies are “the
ultimate expression of the self” (Brumberg 1997: 97) and that “fatness in the
United States ‘means’ excess of desire, of bodily urges not controlled, of
immoral, lazy, sinful habits” (Farrell 2011: 10). Indeed “much more than a
neutral description of a type of flesh, fatness carries with it such stigma that it
propels [teens] to take drastic, extreme measures to remove it” (Farrell 2011:
10). And, as The Biggest Loser, as diet ads, as One Fat Summer teaches teens,
fat characters can be “good”—they can get the girl or boy, win the prize, stop
the bullying, save their family, earn respect—if, as their extreme measure,
they go on the fat quest. Unfortunately, such diet measures rarely work
outside of marketing and fiction and readers are left wondering why they
cannot achieve a similar magical transformation5 and left believing that they
are even more worthless than before (Bacon & Aphramor 2011).

As I’ve outlined in Fig. 1, Robert Lipsyte’s (1977) One Fat Summer is the
quintessential fat quest tale, his protagonist, Bobby Marks, the negative
baseline against which I measure the positivity of the portrayal of other fat
protagonists. First published in 1977, One Fat Summer follows Bobby Marks’
summer fighting bullies and his own body only to come out the winner and,
more importantly, thin. He is celebrated for this weight loss; it solves his
problems. His journey, as Fig. 1 shows, consists of nine steps that become the
defining structure of a pure fat quest tale, a structure which drives all
character and plot development, a plot that teens easily recognize and can
predict the outcome of—the character will live thinly ever after.

Frustrating the fat quest

In “The Reading Process: A Phenomenological Approach,” Wolfgang Iser
(2008) argued that “the more a text . . . confirms an expectation it has initially
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aroused, the more aware we become of its didactic purpose, so that at best we
can only accept or reject the thesis forced upon us” (298). In this case, the
more fat YA fiction adheres to the fat quest pattern, to what is “allowed” for a
fat character, the less impact it will have on us. Experience-through-reading
relies on a game of imagination between the reader and the text. In fact,
readers enter an arena, a virtual dimension that is neither the text nor the
readers’ imaginations, but a meeting of the two. As readers engage with the
text, they encounter blocks, or gaps—what Iser (2008) calls “areas of inde-
terminacy”—that thwart their anticipation of what comes next in the “game”
(304). The text sends their anticipations/expectations back to them and
makes them reexamine what they had decided about a character or an
event. Readers then reflect on what they have read, at which point possibi-
lities that had been hidden or obscured before, usually by their own bias in
predictions, come to the foreground. Suddenly they are engaging in a much
richer anticipation. In fact, it is here, in the middle of a dynamic reexamining
of what will and should happen, that readers encounter the unique position
where biases and prejudices can be altered through experiencing an “other”
they might never encounter otherwise.

For example, Rae Carson’s (2011) The Girl of Fire and Thorns relies on the
reader’s understanding of the fat quest but frustrates it, allowing the reader
indeterminacies in which to reconsider his or her beliefs about fat characters.
In line with Step A (see Fig. 1), Elisa is immediately identified as fat. While
donning her wedding dress, she remarks that she is “a big bloated sausage in
a white silk casing” (Carson 2011: 2). This is not the character a thin reader
thought he or she would be reading about when picking up this book; after
all, the heroine described on the back cover’s synopsis is a girl destined to
fulfill a prophecy, a girl who a “daring, determined revolutionary” looks at
like “no man has ever looked at” before. Such traits do not, especially in the
novels Webb cites as positive, belong to the fat body; such an attractively
described or worthy young woman defaults visually to thin in most readers’
minds. The fat reader is also surprised to find that this heroine who is
supposed to save this novel’s world is going through many of the same
emotional and physical issues the he or she faces every day.

Step A shifts seamlessly into Step B as we find out exactly how Elisa suffers
because of her weight. She believes “God should have chosen her . . . athletic
and sensible . . . queenly” older sister to be the bearer of the mythical god-
stone Elisa carries (Carson 2011: 4). She prays her betrothed will be ugly or
deformed so she will not feel so bad about disappointing him. These are not
unexpected scenarios or emotions to find the fat protagonist caught up in
when following the typical fat quest. In fact, Bobby in One Fat Summer feels
less worthy than his “naturally” thin older sister, and Jimmy in Fat Boy Swim
delights in his crush Ellie’s nearsightedness because it means she cannot see
him clearly in all his fatness.
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What contradicts Step B is the equal amount of positives already happen-
ing now, in the early stages of the book, when Elisa has no plans to ever
become thin. Where her betrothed freezes in an ambush, Elisa rushes in and
saves him. Hector, the Captain of the Guard and Elisa’s love interest later in
the series, quickly forms a true friendship with Elisa based on mutual respect
and admiration. Father Nicandro takes delight in Elisa’s scholarly mind and
spiritual devotion.

These negative and positive moments in Part I take the reader back and
forth from the known, familiar fat quest pattern to the new, more radical idea
that positivity can be found already in a fat character’s life. Just as the reader
begins to wrangle the events he sees unfolding on the page and in his mind
into a gestalt6 he understands, Elisa acts in a way that he is unaccustomed to
seeing a fat character act while still fat. This indeterminacy requires the
reader to reflect on and adjust his expectation for what comes next. These
adjustments and indeterminacies become positive, productive spaces that
force the reader to reexamine what she expects from and for a fat person.

When Father Nicandro reveals to Elisa that her family and her country
have all raised her in ignorance of her true destiny as bearer because they
were scared for her life, Elisa must re-evaluate her understanding of her
childhood. In the same moment that Elisa herself realizes her perceived
troubles had nothing to do with her weight, the reader realizes a fat girl is
worth so much she is an entire nation’s beloved treasure. Both Elisa and the
reader must “reconsider data [they] at first held to be perfectly straightfor-
ward” (Iser 2008: 305). Such reconsideration keeps the text moving and
active—“dynamic”—and the reader engaged, at which point she is able to
fully appreciate the experience of an other.

Just as Elisa gets her feet beneath her on a path toward a new horizon, she
is kidnapped, a transition that takes the reader into Part II of the novel and,
seemingly, Step C of the fat quest. However, in a traditional fat quest, the
character deliberately embarks on diet and/or exercise to start him on a
weight-loss journey. For Elisa, a several-month journey on foot does cause
weight loss; however, she never purposefully engages in diet or exercise.
Where the traditional fat quest story would end here with her being thin
and her problems solved, there is more than half the story left. It is at this
critical juncture that the reader must reevaluate his assumption that the
weight loss is the point of, or the most important aspect of, a story with a
fat protagonist.

Elisa does go on to participate in Step D of the fat quest. Much like Bobby
and Jimmy first notice a change in their bodies when they can suddenly see
“veins” or “toes,” Elisa can see her godstone: “I peer—hesitatingly—at my
navel. I’m shocked to see the winking of my Godstone peering back” (Carson
2011: 174). However, where Step E should begin, Humberto assures her that
“A few weeks of regular food and water will set you to right” (Carson 2011:
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180). Elisa balks, wondering if he thinks she wants to gain back the weight
(Carson 2011: 180). Her question in face of Humberto’s unexpected state-
ment becomes an indeterminacy for the reader, causing him to look back at
Humberto’s actions throughout the journey across the desert and conclude
that he was in love with her from the beginning. Humberto’s love is, then,
entirely independent of her physical size, directly contradicting the fat quest
structure that depends on thin being achieved before an able-bodied love
interest can occur.

At the point that Humberto’s love begins to reveal itself, the fat quest
pattern completely breaks down. There is positivity here, but is it enough? In
the two sequels to The Girl of Fire and Thorns, Elisa continues to deal with
the insecurities that plagued her while fat—a true-to-life understanding that
once the weight is gone that doesn’t mean your problems are as well. But she
also fears a return to her “fat self” and wonders if her court only thinks of her
as fat—meaning insecure, untried, and clumsy. While positive in its challenge
to the fat quest, the novel can’t quite sever itself from ableism altogether.
Carson, similar to the authors of so many fat fiction novels, seems unable to
let Elisa be without adding that she’s aware she’s better off thin. Perhaps for
fear (conscious or not) that she might be, as Webb (2009) puts it, engaging in
an “irresponsible celebration of the overweight hero” (115).

Challenging and abandoning the fat quest

Susan Vaught’s (2008) My Big Fat Manifesto pushes even further toward
positivity by not only frustrating the fat quest but also using it to showcase
the dangers of buying into ableism and fat shaming. It chronicles the tension
between two options: to become thin or not to become thin, to follow the fat
quest or to deny it. Vaught’s protagonist Jamie Carcaterra loves herself as is:
“I’m large. I’m loud. Go big or go home!” (Vaught 2008: 2). But her
boyfriend Burke chooses bariatric surgery, risking death to be thin by
graduation: “I don’t want to be a big black elephant just lumbering across
the stage . . . I want to look buff” (Vaught 2008: 44).

Though Jamie doesn’t solve all her problems, she does reach an emotional
balance and happiness on the inside, all while staying fat. By not including a
shrinking waistline as obvious visual evidence, this portrayal denies the fat
quest and offers a positive outcome that does not depend on a physical
change at all. Jamie proves that a change in physicality does not have to be
the sole vehicle through which possibility can be restored and balance
reached in fat teens’ lives.

Jamie’s boyfriend Burke, who has gastric bypass surgery instead of a
mentor such as Jimmy in Fat Boy Swim, an unjust incarceration such as
Stanley in Holes, or a kidnapping such as Elisa to propel him toward
thinness, should, by Webb’s assessment, be the one to achieve ability and
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happiness. Instead, he stops breathing and goes into a coma after surgery,
convinces Jamie to sneak him food that causes a fit of convulsive diarrhea
and vomiting, and lashes out when Jamie breaks up with him. Though not
exactly the thin equals happy ending Webb would approve, it is, like Elisa’s
story, a much more authentic and helpful portrayal because it shows that a
shrinking waistline does not automatically or actually solve a character’s
problems.

In her narration, Jamie is like any young teenage girl—fat or thin—
worrying about college, choosing between love interests, fighting with
friends, being embarrassed by parents. But by claiming her fat, Jamie lives
a happy and productive life without having to move toward thin, a choice
Webb would categorize as irresponsible or indulgent, but that, in fact, opens
up a space for fat and thin readers alike to experience body-positivity. Her
example encourages teens to find what works and is positive for them instead
of believing in or settling for certain preset paths that ableism and fat
shaming sanction as good, worthy, and healthy.

And yet, even with a positive fat character in the lead and the fat quest
causing problems instead of solutions for a secondary character, questions
about weight are Jamie’s story. The novel is about her struggles as “Fat Girl,”
her newspaper penname, or as the talented actress who always gets cast as the
villain instead of the lead in the musicals because she is fat. Certainly we need
such novels, especially since these are real struggles that fat teens face and
that rarely get explored through fiction. But, until recently, the fat quest or
problems dealing solely with weight have been the only stories available to fat
teens—as if they don’t also care about or struggle with poverty, love, race,
friendship, and every other teenage problem their thin counterparts get to see
thin characters engage with in fiction all the time (without any qualification
that the real struggle is weight.)

Despite authors frustrating and challenging the fat quest, Kaye Toal (2015)
a (at the time) 23-year-old blogger didn’t find her hero until 2014. She wrote,

I’ve been reading for, it feels like, as long as I have had sentience and conscious-
ness, and it has taken me my entire life to meet someone in a book who looked like
me and felt the same way I do and has struggled with some of the things I have
struggled with, and is still loved.

That someone is Eleanor of Rainbow Rowell’s (2013) Eleanor and Park.
Eleanor is fat, yet the narrative structure itself has little to nothing to do
with weight—it isn’t the primary concern or driver of the plot, it is merely
one more piece of the character’s puzzle. Certainly, Eleanor faces bullies and
works through her own struggles with her self-image, but the real story is the
love she finds with Park and the strength she finds in herself to flee a
dangerous home life despite the fact that it means she has to leave that
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very love behind. Eleanor & Park is not just a book that challenges or
questions the fat quest, indeed it abandons it entirely.

Eleanor and Park’s love is one that builds over time—it is not a tale of love
at first sight. It begins with Park’s observation of Eleanor on her first day on
the bus: “. . . big and awkward. With crazy hair, bright red on top of curl. And
she was dressed like . . . like she wanted people to look at her. Or maybe like
she didn’t get what a mess she was” (Rowell 2013: 8). Over time, Eleanor no
longer thinks of Park as the “weird Asian kid.” And Park realizes just how
beautiful Eleanor has always been: “He closed his eyes and saw her again. A
stack of freckled heart-shapes, a perfectly made Dairy Queen ice cream cone.
Like Betty Boop drawn with a heavy hand” (Rowell 2013: 245).

Eleanor is more concerned with her struggles to keep Park unaware of just
how bad her home life is: that she doesn’t have a toothbrush, has to sleep in a
closet-sized bedroom with four siblings, has a stepfather who writes obscene
messages on her textbooks and watches her too closely. She has a meaningful
story that doesn’t ignore her weight but that also, finally, doesn’t depend on
her weight. Yet it still gives fat readers a protagonist they can relate to.
Eleanor doesn’t lose a single pound, never even tries. She enjoys, instead, a
typical teen tale of growing up, of finding her way, her potential, her
positivity, all without having “to take drastic, extreme measures to remove
[her fat]” (Farrell 2011: 10). Her waistline doesn’t have to recede first for her
to find her “true” self.

And perhaps because of that, because of the book’s refusal to engage with
the fat quest, Eleanor is not always recognized as fat. Indeed Rowell is
constantly asked, “Is Eleanor fat?” On her blog, she answers an adamant
yes. Rowell admits she never says “with any narrative authority exactly how
fat Eleanor is,” but we get multiple character viewpoints—the bullies, Park’s
parents, her own mother—whose observations make it clear that Eleanor is
fat. And still, according to Rowell:

Park thinks Eleanor is beautiful. He loves her for who she is on the inside, and he
loves her for who she is on the outside. He wants to kiss her. He wants to have sex
with her. And it isn’t because he’s brave and deep — it’s because he’s attracted to
her. This is how attraction works. Is Eleanor fat? Yes. How fat? That’s up to you.
Does it matter?

It matters to Kelly Jensen who argues that because Rowell didn’t “lay it out
there in numbers,” Eleanor isn’t an important, “solid” fat character and her
experience as fat isn’t “meant to be a takeaway.” And yet Eleanor & Park has
the most important takeaway of all—authors can write a fat character with-
out rattling off her fat credentials. The very fact that protagonists in YA
novels default to thin in most readers’ minds unless the author explicitly
takes us through the obligatory scale, BMI, clothes size, or measurements
passage is a testament to the very pervasiveness of fat bias. Rowell’s depiction
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of Eleanor flat-out refuses such bias and this is why readers such as Toal and
myself are “grateful for fat, smart, loud, terrified Eleanor Douglas, for her
courage and honesty, for her turmoil, tenacity, and ferocity, and for her
happy ending. For her understanding that she was worthy of love, and for
mine” (Toal 2015).

Conclusion

Three different ways to challenge the fat quest: frustrate it like Elisa, talk back
to it like Jamie and Burke, or never engage it like Eleanor. Three options that
talk back and forth to each other and with others in a conversation that
drives the changing genre of fat YA fiction. Deciding what is and isn’t a
body-positive novel, then, becomes an important but not altogether simple
task. Must an author abandon the fat quest altogether or is there room for
subversion? How much of the fat quest—if any—can exist in a story and it
still be positive? Should fat teen fiction be only about weight, not about
weight at all, or is there some magical balance? Is it as equally important for
readers to see Virginia from The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big Round Things
take those first steps on the fat quest before defying it as it is to see Gabi in
Gabi, A Girl in Pieces work through her mother’s judgments about her weight
without trying to lose weight at all? I have my own opinions—obviously
implied here—but this is an ongoing conversation that must include the
entire fat studies field. And these are all things we must consider as we
continue to challenge ableist discourse and to push the mainstream under-
standing of what is actually positive for teen readers—thin and fat alike.

As is evident, this article pulls exclusively from White, mostly middle-class
examples in response to the texts picked and examined by Webb and others.
Webb’s tracing of the Bildungsroman of weight loss might suggest that the fat
quest comes from a White, Western understanding of fat, but fat studies
understands that the U.S. conversation about fat includes far more cultures
and voices than what could be represented in the space left here. There is so
much more to challenge. How does race intersect with the fat quest? Do
certain cultures frustrate it or not engage it at all? We must continue to
analyze and understand the changing state of YA fat fiction in general. We
must challenge ableist readings when we see them as well as blogs and
reviews that sell pure fat quest tales as positive, empowering bibliotheraphy
for fat—and thin—teens.

Dalton may have walked into that bookseller years ago, but people still
recommend Blubber with enthusiasm. Harper has repackaged One Fat
Summer three times. And though such stories are an integral part of the fat
fiction genre as a whole, they must be challenged and seen as stories to
subvert, not, as ableist scholars see them, to celebrate.
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Notes

1. Tobin Siebers (2008) stressed that disability, in the context of the actual field of study,
is not a medical condition “that must be. . .eliminated if the person is to achieve full
capacity as a human being,” but is instead “the product of social injustice” (3).
Someone with a disability is not so much disabled by her “condition” as by the
response of her society to a non-normalized variation of the human body (or mind).
Those who create such injustice subscribe to ableism, which regards the able body as
“the baseline by which humanness is determined, setting the measure of a body and
mind that gives or denies human status to individual persons” (Siebers 2008: 8).
Though it is still debatable whether fat does or should fall under disability theory,
my argument and analysis use disability theory’s definitions of ableism in conjunction
with fat studies, recognizing that at the heart of the ableist viewpoint is not just the
healthy and whole, but also the thin body. In fact, ableism, at this particular time,
especially in the United States, depends on the erroneous yet pervasive conflation of
healthy/whole/thin. Ableism assumes sizeism, that it is common sense that a fat body is
less healthy or more at risk for poor health than a thin one and that it is a fat person’s
the duty to become thin-healthy.

2. Health at Every Size is a registered trademark of the Association for Size Diversity and
Health and is best explained in Linda Bacon’s 2008 book Health at Every Size: The
Surprising Truth About Your Weight.

3. In Blubber, Jill’s classmate Linda is bullied into calling herself Blubber after the school
nurse puts her on a diet. Linda eventually switches roles, becoming friends with the
bully and terrorizing Jill. Fat readers may identify with the pain inflicted on Linda, but
the novel, essentially, suggests that they hope for their bullies to find new targets.

4. In analyzing the portrayal of fat females on television, Giovanelli and Ostertag (2009)
named the media a cosmetic panopticon that “[taps] daily into millions of women’s
sense of self and [warns] them of the horrors suffered by those who stray from
established definitions of femininity” (290). But this state of “permanent surveillance
and judgment” (289) exists for all teens in a media-saturated society.

5. Magical in that studies show that “the majority of individuals are unable to maintain
weight loss over the long term” (Bacon & Aphramor 2011: 1) and that “during three
years of follow-up [children and adolescent] dieters gained more weight than non-
dieters” (Elam 2014: 173).

6. As defined by Wolfgang Iser (2008), gestalt is the overall pattern or wholeness of the
text the reader constantly forms and reforms in his/her mind as he/she reads and
moves between the artistic pole (the text as created by the author) and the aesthetic
pole (the text as perceived/understood by the reader). The tension between these two
poles allows the reader to remain engaged with the text by requiring him or her to fill
in the gaps or indeterminacies in the text and to reevaluate the horizon against which
he or she is reading the text.
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